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increase energy coupling to the capsule 
using new hohlraums geometry and 
« old tricks » 

• rugby hohlraums
• low gas fill hohlraums + CBET
• Iraums

Improve capsule stability and electron
beam divergence

• External B field
• Solid capsule
• Improved laser contrast

Optimized shock sequence and target
thickness using statistical approach

Advanced plasma and machine 
optimizations, through:
• Optometrist Algorithm utilization

(human + AI)
• sophisticated active plasma controls

on magnets, edge biasing, beams, 
and gas fueling.Gopalaswamy, IFE/P1-6



Fast Ignition



Innovative approaches to the FI schemes is proving successful

Fujioka, IFE/P1-9



Hydrodynamic instabilities growth can be controlled using a solid sphere  

Kodama, IFE/1-1

X ray 
radiography of 
solid sphere @ 

omega

2D Hydro simulations



External magnetic field improved electron coupling to the core

Fujioka, IFE/P1-9



Hot electron spectra can be optimized for coupling  resulting in a 2-3 
increase in heating

Reduced plasma blow off Higher laser contrast

Fujioka, IFE/P1-9

Ozaki, IFE/P1-14 Kitagawa, IFE/P1-15 



Design of sub-critical research
reactor

Japan is thinking about the futur IFE fusion reactor

Iwamoto IFE/P4-17

Kodama, IFE/1-1 Kawanaka, IFE/1-3
Advanced target facility

Aleksandrova, IFE 1540



At 100 Hz, much heat induces
strong internal stress in the laser
materials.

・Wavefront distortion
・Birefringence

The challenge is to design a high rape rate kJ laser

Kawanaka, IFE/1-3



The use of  cryogenic Yb:YAG coupled with active mirrors results in 10J @ 10 Hz 

Kawanaka, IFE/1-3



Raodmap to a kJ high rape rate laser

Kawanaka, IFE/1-3



Indirect Drive Ignition



The goal is to increase hohlraum to capsule coupling -> increase capsule 
size by 15 to 20 % with similar hohlraum size

Zylstra, IFE/1-4



Initial experiment led to higher hohlraum to capsule coupling (60%) but 
similar yield 

Zylstra, IFE/1-4



Faster implosion and better shape led to record yield (170 kJ)

Higher velocity, lower cost 100 kJ 

Better
shape
170 kJ

Neutron source

Zylstra, IFE/1-4



Iraums target are also a promising route, the most recent shot produced 
170 kJ of neutron yield

Measurements confirm the I-Raum delays bubble motion by 700 ps, allowing for a 
longer laser pulse.

Zylstra, IFE/1-4



Larger capsule (3 mm) in Rugby hohlraum led to a doubling in hohlraum to 
capsule coupling (30%)

Shell velocity measurement and post shot simulation 
Indicated 30% of coupled energy 

Ping, IFE/1-2



There are several path forwards for closing the gap to the
ignition boundary

Patel, OV/3-1



Beam driven FRC plasma



Significant progesses are made on the Norman Beam-Driven FRC device



FRC sustainment up to 30+ ms achieved on Norman device
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Conclusion



Fast ignition requires a high contrast, high energy short pulse

Kawanaka, IFE/1-3



Converging plasma blow-off from the 
wall and capsule block inner beam
propagation to the hohlraum waist

Capsule increased by 15-20% but 
hohlraum only
increased by 3% vs HDC -> higher
efficiency


